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[u] [me] [[we]]
 
We can’t say it, neither hide It
We just feel it n hard to believe it
We won’t miss it, neither dismiss It
We just want it n can’t forget it
But
All we know is, its jus between
U & ME
 
We travel endless miles to see many smiles
We talk all night about making our futures bright
We go through the pain without expecting any gain
We foresee that fear which brings down a tear
But
All we know is, its jus between
U & ME
 
We break all rules, we set no goals
We run behind success, we forget bout failure
We build confidence and inspire coming generations
We are so called faces of the nation
But
All we know is, its jus between
U & ME
 
N
All we hope for is that
U and ME
Turn into
WE
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Mother
 
You gave me birth and made life worth
You gave me love and showed me care
You gave me food and made me good
You gave me shelter and showed things better
“You gave me everything and what I can give you is nothing “
You thought me how to walk without your support
You thought me how to talk and respect people
You thought me how to read, you thought me how to write
You thought me how to fight when some one was not right
“You thought me everything and what I can teach you is nothing “
You made me wish when I opened my eyes
You made me dream from when I started to lean
You made me win though I didn’t deserve
You made me strong and thought me how to preserve
“You made me everything and what I can make for you is nothing “
You gave me everything you could
You thought me everything you knew
You made me everything you would
“It’s YOU through out my life and it’s you till the end of my life”
Thank You MOTHER for everything
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Why Do I Like You
 
I walked alongside the ocean shores
I talked besides the mountain rows
I’ve blocked the thought that comes and goes
I’ve fought the battle absorbing all blows
N
Yet, I coudnt find the reason tat shows
WHY?
oh baby, why do I like you?
I just wanna know the reason WHY, “y do I like you”?
 
I’ve asked the birds that fly by, asked the fishes that swim near by
I’ve asked the people who are close by
I’ve asked the mirrors why o why
oh baby why do I like you?
I just wanna know the reason WHY, “y do I like you”?
Is it that innocence of yours?
Is it that unmatched beauty of your heart?
Is it the crystal clear thoughts of your mind?
Is it the smile like a blossoming flower?
I searched for reasons here, I searched for it there
I searched it everywhere
But
Things that I do show, the eagerness within me to know
N everything turns up to just say “No, Even I DON’T KNOW”
I just wanna know the reason WHY, oh baby why do I like you?
“y do I like you”?
“y do I like you”?
Though I could’nt find reasons “Y”, I understood things clearly by
like you more that I thought I would do in my life.
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